Teeth W hitening…one of the Easiest & Fastest W ays to Upgrade
& Enhance Your Smile!

Teeth Bleaching Instructions For Best Results


Please brush and ﬂoss your teeth so they are super clean.



Apply the bleach as demonstrated to the inside surfaces of the bleaching trays from the front bi ng edge up the inside front
of each tooth to about 1-2 mm short of the upper edge at the gun.



Load the upper tray and lower tray with bleach and insert carefully into the mouth.



Roll the lips from side to side to cause the bleach to coat the teeth evenly.



Start a mer of one hour and keep yourself busy and distracted.



Don’t bleach longer than an hour (no advantage). Don’t eat or drink when you are bleaching.



Remove upper and lower trays a er 1 hour and brush away the bleach residue from your teeth with Warm Water (no toothpaste), and from your bleaching trays with cold water (to prevent distor on).



Leave the trays out on the bathroom counter to air dry. Note that pets love to chew these.



Once the syringe of bleach is empty, throw it out and start the next one. On average, 3/4 of one syringe will treat a full upper
and lower arch. Some people have larger/smaller mouths and will use more or less.
Con nue daily bleaching un l sa sﬁed with the colour.

Answering Your Questions on Teeth Bleaching


You can bleach up to twice a day to fast track results: AM and PM.



If you get tooth sensi vity this is simply due to dehydra on of the tooth surface and is en rely reversible. Simply stop bleaching for 2-4 days and then resume the process.



Purchase more bleach if you want an even brighter smile. Con nue the process un l desired result. The product does not
cause any damage whatsoever to enamel so you can bleach as much as you wish.



You may see a “streaky” appearance to the enamel when you ﬁrst remove the bleaching trays and “white spots” on the
gums. These disappear in 10-15 minutes. Any white spots on the gums indicated that the bleach was in contact with the
gums. Do try to avoid this by not over-ﬁlling the trays in those areas.



In the future, you can “touch-up” the result and maintain the color correc on by bleaching again for 1-4 days once a day 1
hour. You can do this 2-3 mes each year whenever you wish to. This is best done right a er dental cleanings at our oﬃce or
before social events where you want to look your best.

Frequently Asked Questions
How is this diﬀerent then Crest White Strips?
Basic results can be achieved with a product as economical as Crest White strips, but when custom bleaching is ini ated and supervised by our oﬃce, the results can be HUGE! You will get be er results from a professional teeth whitening service like ours versus
what you would normally get from over the counter products.
Does it Hurt?
NO! There is no drilling involved. It begins with simple impressions which are taken by Dr. Gardner. Extremely accurate vacuum
formed bleaching trays are made from these impressions and then these are checked for the accuracy of the ﬁt over your teeth to
ensure that the bleach goes exactly where we want it to show the most. This a en on to detail allows for stronger bleach to be
used than the simple White strips products since we can keep the bleach away from the gums and it only goes on the enamel of
the teeth.

